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Charles LaBlonde

A NEW ERA BEGINS . ..
Ho hum, a new president . What does that mean to me, Mr.
Average AHPS Member? First, and most important, it means
time to say thanks . Thanks to the volunteers who gave
many, many hours of their own time to keep AHPS alive and
well over the past two years . Special thanks are due to
Dale Eggen, outgoing president, and to HenryRatz, outgoing
editor . Both of these highly dedicated gentlemen, motivated
by a love of Swiss philately, performed outstanding service
to the AHPS . We all owe them a hearty thanks.

Second, a new president means that two years have passed
and it is time to once again assess the health of the AHPS.
I am happy to report that there are more volunteers active
in society activities today than at any other time in AHPS
history . This in turn enables the society to offer more to
its members . But it also means that we must avoid the
dangers of complacency . New talent is always welcome and
necessary. Now is a great time for members to step forward
and get involved . You'll be surprised at how much fun it is.

Third, this is an appropriate time to restate our goals.
AHPS exists solely for its members . A strong TELL must be
our number one priority because TELL is the glue that holds
AHPS together . We need writers, columnists, advertisers,
buyers, sellers, reporters, artists and more for TELL . Now
is the time to get involved/ Other important member services
are the auction, which is doing well under the leadership
of Bill Lucas, and the sales circuits, which are back on
track thanks to Emil Tobler . Both of these services are
by the members, for the members . Join in, make some money
selling duplicates, buy some good material to fill your
albums . National meetings, discounts on catalogs, chapters,
library service, slide shows, video tapes and study groups
are all part of AMPS member services . We have something
for everyone and we intend to keep it that way.

January/February 1985
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Talk
to HELP MEET THE CHALLENGE!me!

A very sincere " thank you " for asking and allowing me to

be your editor . I consider this an honor and a challenge--a

challenge in that I am following Mr . Henry Ratz, our past editor

who is talented and well organized .

	

Meeting his standards
will be difficult.

My humble thank you goes to David Durham for sending many

letters, to Dale Eggen for his many phone calls, and to Rudy
Schaelchli for all his early writing, and for moral support
from Donn Lueck, Felix Ganz, Chuck LaBlonde, and Gene Kelly,
as Henry Ratz has stated it takes a " Brave " person to try to

do this job . Many more of you have written or called me since
the early part of November . I will try to do the best job with
what I have to work with.

In response to Mr . Durham ' s letters, we appreciate the
kind remarks and long letters from Mrs . Sophie Buser, Mr Ivan

Teilen, and Mr . K . L . Katcher (who took the trouble to send

back issues of the SWISS PHILATELIST) . To me, one of the great
strengths of an organization is the participation of the old

timers .

	

We have that .

	

I am going to ask almost everyone I
know of with talent, good material to share, and especially
the officers and chairmen for notices and articles . I need the

help . I don ' t know German and I haven ' t been to Switzerland.

•
I would appreciate it if you would send your copy in typed

form . A 65 space line (Pica) and about 55 lines maximum,

excluding

	

pictures or illustrations would be appreciated . I
will retype copy where necessary .

	

I will try to give our readers
a variety of subjects and (hopefully) interesting to read.

President Chuck LaBlonde informs us of three Directors
who are interested in you getting your exhibits inorder:
John B . Ballard -- in charge of SESCAL '851 William R . Lucas
-- handling plans for AMERIPEX '861 Rudy Schaelchli - Awards
Program Manager. More details of coming conventions later.

Elsewhere in this issue you will see the tremendous ac-
tivity with the study groups, continuing increases in the
membership, and enthusiastic officers . It looks like the
start of a great year.

I can see why Dale Eggen says "To have had the opportunity
to work with such an interested, dedicated, and accomplishment
oriented group of individuals has been and is a great pleasure ."
Please study his ideas on "Publicity," as they can help us all.

Finally, when submitting articles, please design them for
TELL . Include Headliners and illustrations where you can.
You are the experts, so please show me what you want done.
And please do keep the letters coming .
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OUR TITLE PAGE PIECE

Hotel post stamps on cover belong to the most infrequently
seen Swiss philatelic items, and there is always a small to
large chance -- especially if they are not tied by some kind
of marking or cancellation -- that they might have been affixed
at a later date .

	

Classics . . .
Our cover features a supposedly authentic item, complete

with Swiss expert ' s opinion, from the St . Gotthard hotel post.
The handwritten date on the message side reads August 8, 83.
The card then was postmarked in Airolo, the office closest to
the St . Gotthard ' s Monte Prosa Hotel, and it arrived in London
(red arrival cds) on August 11 . The small green hotel post
stamp, with a 5 cts . value, shows the various buildings (hotels,
church, hospice) atop the pass.

The story begins only now, however .

	

Why, if there was
no postal atop the pass at that time, does the postal card have
a TICINO oval St . Gottardo postmark? Was that mark perhaps
struck in Airolo, to show where it came from? Or did the inn-
keeper who had lost his postal depot in 1882, after the opening
of the St . Gotthard tunnel had reduced traffic over the pass
road to practically nothing, strike his oval marking on a supply
of postal cards before he had to return that canceller to the
postal authorities?

According to sources consulted, a postal agency opened
atop St . Gotthard pass in 1851  and closed in 1882 . In 1891
it was reopened, summer months only, and still exists today.

The first St . Gotthard hotel post stamp, shown here,

	

was
issued in 1883 .

	

Zumstein states that August of that year is
the earlies known usage .

	

That might ex p lain the message on
the card itself :

	

Dear Sirs, Please observe the Postage Stamp
Yours truly, K . Braendle . (And was this signer by any chance
the innkeeper himself?) . There is another sentence on the card
in slightly different handwriting, stating (in Italian) ; Italian
skies, but not blue ones.

Anyone willing or able to shed some more light on our inter-
esting piece, please contact the editor of TELL.

Please Note : Interesting covers and pieces that make for a good cover story are solicited.
It is requested you do the research prior to sending the items along with clear copies for
reproduction . Thank you . Ed.

OPERATION GOOD NEIGHBOR
Quality Material Sells! Auction Manager, Bill Lucas says he needs more
lots of "top quality specialty material " for the next auctions . Why not
give him a chance to sell your stamps, and give some of your fellow collectors
a chance to buy them. We like the business! Thank You . Ed.
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PUBLICITY AND THE AHPS

	

Dale R . Eggen, Imm . Past Pres.

I have had a number of inquiries from officials inter-
ested in "how to" regarding publicity for their efforts . As
such, I have prepared this little write-up concerning my
ideas and insight to the subject.

1 . . Our Publicity Chairman - Harlan Stone

a) Harlan actively sends out regular publicity
information concerning all aspects of our
Society . His direct contacts are basically
U . S . and external to our Society philatelic
publications . For this type of publicity, he
is your best contact.

b) Also, as he is publicity chairman, it is my
feeling, Harlan should at a minimum receive
a copy of all other publicity notice, attempts,
etc . The more the "left-hand knows what the
right-hand is doing" the better off we are.

2. Within the Society -- Notices inTELL

Official notices must go through the Secretary to get
into TELL . This usually means a business related matter.

Announcements usually go direct to TELL's editor.
Trying to recruit new members, announcements of` your
latest quarterly newsletter, etc . fall here . The originator
must prepare typed, camera ready copy on a 6" X	 8" format.
ember, what you say and how you lay it out means every-
thing in grabing the attention of prospective target
individuals.

3. We are an Affiliate of APS

Here, you should go through our APS representative, Ben
Henson, his is a hard path to work unless you can come up
something major and meaningful to general philately in the
U . S . Your best course here is to prepare an article for
the American Philatelic (official publication of the APS)
giving your group identification in the author credits ..

4. We are a Member of the Swiss Union of Philatelic Societies

We have just recently joined and to what extent we can
do something here, I don't know . Your contact here is
Ralph Soderberg, our representative to the Union . Remember,
here your audience will be basically of a French and German
reading public --many of whom know English.

Both doing publicity and the way in which it is done
is extremely important for all of our society'sfun
ctions . I hope I have generated some ideas and
interests . Please use Harlan as our Society's focal
point for all matters concerni -publicity

January/February 1985
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VARIA

	

Do you know of another ' Bern " ? (USA) Felix Ganz

On the occasion of a meeting of delegates of all Swiss
Philatelic Societies in Winterthur, Switzerland, an old
(1980 postal card: Zumstein #177) was add-on imprinted to
private order by the Swiss PTT with a 10cts., meter-like
red rectangle of the type the PTT uses to provide printed
to private order stationery on request . Any private party
must submit at least 500 identical items to be imprinted
or add-on imprinted by the PTT . Thus it is quite certain
that at least 500 such postal cards exist (probably more).

Such items are NOT listed by Zumstein -- rightfully so
-- and the only mentioning of any such items can be found
on page 150 of the 1985 Postal Stationery Catalogue of
Switzerland where the different types of meter-like (red)
imprints used by the PTT to service private orders are
pictured .

	

o

From June 14- 16, 1935 the Philatelic Society of Bern, in
Switzerland, will hold a special exhibition on the occa-
sion of its hundredth anniversary . (If you should be in
that city at that time, do not neglect to go seeit.) And
that exhibition causes your associate editor to issue a
'help me, please' call to all AHPS members in the US be-
cause he has been asked to prepare a special exhibit for
that show, entitled 'Berns in the United States .' Should
you have, or come across covers or cards with legible
cancellations (or manuscript marks) from any of the sub-
sequently listed US Berns, then please contact me, or
send the item(s) to me before May 1, 1985 . I will acquire
whatever I do not yet own . Address : POB A3843, CHICAGO,
IL 60690 .

	

o
The following localities have been reported to exist, or
to have existed at one time : BERN, Idaho ; BERN, Kansas;
BERNE, Indiana ; BERN(E) Minnesota ; BERN(E) New York;
BERNE, Ohio ; BERNE, Pennsylvania ; BERNSTADT, Kentucky;
BERNVILLE, Pennsylvania ; EAST BERN(E), New York ; EAST NEW
BERN, Illinois ; EAST BERNSTADT, Kentucky ; LOWER BERN, Pa:
NEWBERN, Alabama ; NEWBERN, Illinois ; NEWBERN, Kentucky;
NEW BERN(E), North Carolina ; NEWBERN, Tennessee ; NEWBERN,
Virginia ; NEW BERNE, West Virginia ; SOUTH BERNE, NewYork;
WEST BERNE, New York ; and WEST NEW BERN, North Carolina.
Others, not listed, may also exist or have existed.

o
And from September 20-22, 1985 one of the most unortho-
dox philatelic exhibitions, SABRA II, will take place in
Burgdorf near Bern . (By the way : has anyone in AHPS ever
seen a postmark from Burgdorf, Idaho? If so, can I buy it?)
Only postal stationery and stamps on cover, as well as
perfins on and off cover are admissible . Cancellation cut-
outs also qualify . There will be no jury (that alone ought
to attract some exhibitors who dread judges) and every ex-
hibitor will receive a lovely participationgift. Although
the deadline for provisional applications expired Novem-
ber 30, I might still get you in if you have something
really outlandish to show . It can be Swiss or anything
else, front of the book, or back as long as it qualifies.

Felix Ganz.
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EXAMPLE OF A ' PRETTY" MIXED FRANKING

Cover to " Mont la Ville " cancelled " LAUSANNE " dated
27 V 82, franked with Sitting Helvetia, Numerals, and

Standing Helvetia .

11 Gaiety Drive
Scarborough, Ont.

M1H 1E9, Canada

The Editor
TELL

Dear Sir,

With regard to my article in the Nov ./Dec,
1948 issue of TELL, 'Postage Rates from Switzerland
to Foreign Lands, 1852-1863,' I may inadvertently
have created some confusion by my use of the term
'Rayon' in the tabulations at the end of the article ..

The 'Rayon' refers to the Postal Zones
authorized in 1939,

	

.and shown on a map in the Schweiz
Abstemplungwerk, I used these zones in order to class-
ify the geographical origin of the covers . The use of
the term 'Rayon' was a poor choice on my part, and the
word 'zone' would have been better .

Yours truly

E . C . Walton

TELL 9



CAMPIONED'ITALIAFEATURED IN AMERICANPHILATELIST

The November (1984) issue of the AMERICAN PHILATELIST contains
an article by Constantius on Campione d'Italia, that inter-
esting enclave on the eastern shore of Lake Lugano . The article
reviews the history of Campione, discusses the post office facil-
ities, and describes the three issues of stamps that came out
in 1944 . The author points out that these were legitimate post-
age stamps authorized by two nations, and that there is no
reason for the Scott catalogue to exclude that in its listings.

The American Philatelist is published by the American Philatelic
Society . The citation is Vol . 98 No . l : 1094-1096 . The AHPS
is affiliate No . 52 of the APS.

Submitted by : E. B. Henson, APS Representative for AHPS, PO box 114, Burlington, VT 05402

AHPS
Treasurer's Report
September 30, 1984
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong

The new Scott catalog containing Liechtenstein (Vol . 3) is
now in general use throughout the hobby . As to be expected the
pricing shows the general market trend . Yost items see price
reductions of 10% to 20% range . This seems reasonable in light
of the strength of the dollar against the Swiss Frank and German
mark . . . To stay even in this market is no small accomplishment.
Those items going up in price are even more remarkable . In this
group are #74-80, #227-235, #23 8 , #390 (anybody have the story
behind this stamps comparative rise?), B11-13, B18, and C34-37.
The popularly speculated issues tended to take a bigger fall
than the norm . Number 356 has fallen off $100 from 19 83 ; #433A
is back within the range of the set ; #595 .97 Reubens now is ?1250
down from $20 .00 in 1983 the 1979 Zeppelin Europa has done some
twists, the 40 rappen now catalogs more than the 80 rappen! I
invite you to compare your LBK and SCOTT'S . A most interesting
pastime! ..

The market seems to be stabilizing . Many good opportunities
to fill those gaps in your collection . . . Anyone ever notice that
when prices in the new catalog go down some dealers and auction
houses tend to linger using last years catalog, but when prices
are going up they somehow have secured the 'advance' pages of the
catalog to show the better prices . Or am I just being too cyn-

I would appreciate your market tips, comments, and input . ..
The Liechtenstein Study Group continues to move forward under
the stewardship of Fax Rheinberger . Thanks to Yr . E . J . Dymond
of the LSC of Great Britain for putting a plug for the W .S .A
Group in the November number of his fine publication . ..

You may remember some months ago I mentioned that Fax
Rheinberger was searching after some old family correspondence . Well
he sent a photocopy of an item he was able to turn up . What a
beauty . An announcement from VADUZ to the USA via the Prussian
closed mail . The stamp is an Austrian 3 Kr with a VADUZ thimble
cancel . It was the appropriate New York transit and Illinois
receiving markings . It left Vaduz June 8, 1884 and arrived in
Illinois on June 23rd . Maybe we can get a good quality photo for
a future issue of TELL . Congratulations, Fax! The only mail my
relatives save is last month's utility bill!

All of you who subscribe to the Philatelic Service got the
annual Christmas card from the Post Office . Anyone know for sure
when they started sending out these nice little items . The earl-
iest one I have is a "Happy New Year" card from January 1, 1968.
Anyone have an earlier one . I would like to hear.

J 0	 I N T H E L I E C H T E N S T E I N S T U D Y G R O U P!

January/February 1985
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Also in the Information Wanted Department . I have a postal
card #LBK 3 used from Vaduz to New York dated April 3, 1921 . It
is complete with clear cancel and dated message . No question on
the date . The problem is that LBK indicates that this card was
not issued until August 1921.

	

.Thoughts on this would be most
appreciated.

The new issue program for 1985

	

. has been released by the FL
Post Office . March will see Europa with music theme and 3 stamps

honoring Religious orders in the Principality . During September

we will see more paintings from the Prince's collection including
a "Reubens .' The art series are among my favorites and I'm look-
ing forward to what the Austrian State Printing house will be
able to do with this popular topic.

Many thanks to you who have written to me over the past
years, Please keep it up . Your input is most appreciated! It is
my belief that interest in Liechtenstein collecting in the USA
has never been higher . You're a good group out there . Let's keep

it up . Happy collecting.

Harold Strong

	

Box 15027 Honolulu ,Hawaii
Waikiki Station

HAVE YOU SEEN A GOOD SLIDE SHOW LATELY?

AHPS slide shows are interesting, educational and almost free.
Tape recordings that run from 20 minutes to about 40 minutes
describe 25

	

70 slides . The illustrations and texts have
been donated by knowledgeable members.

Here are a few reactions recorded on our slide show reports;

'Lovely-everyone enjoyed-had to rerun . Thanks ."
'Slides good- Program at a level most collectors appreciate .'
'An outstanding show! one of the best presentations we have
seen .'
'Text excellent- some slides illustrations too small to see
variations in printing .'
'Very good- technical- added some slides of my own taken 30
years ago and a 30'x40" map .'
'Very good comments-train collectors think it's great-
cancel collectors found it interesting and the rest of the
general collectors were educated ."

Are you missing an opportunity? This year club groups have
shown to as few as 8 members and as many as 53.

Request an order blank from Howard Bauman, slide chairman,
511 Summit Drive, West bend, WI 53 095 .

You will be sent a description of each of the programs . The
reverse has the order blank and loan agreement.

Clubs supply a projector and screen, a tape player for the
recording provided or they may read the typed text . Return
postage born by the club currently costs about $ 3 .49.

Each shipment is made in a reusable padded envelope.

A membership brochure outlines the benefits of belonging to
the American Helvetia Philatelic Society and an invitation to
join.
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OH BROTHER : WHAT A BUNCH OF FAKES.

By Felix Ganz

It is not often that one is able to recognize a fake copy
of a Swiss postage stamp in a dimly lit restaurant booth
at six feet distance ; but what is illustrated below qua-
lifies for such an "honor. "

Helvetia (imperf .) at her very very worst:

These five sad sacks were found, by a philatelic acquain-
tance, in a collection (?) of "classic stamps' formed by
the grandfather of an aged Chicago gentleman -- himself
not a collector . The philatelic acquaintance was asked
to comment on a supposedly offered price of $2000 . for
the whole collection. One look, unfortunately made it
only all too clear that every Heligoland, every Prussia,
every Lubeck, every Romagna, every early Romanian, every
early Spain and Portugal, every Swedish, and almost every
Austro-Hungarian stamp in that collection was a fake, a
reprint, or -- as is sometimes so nicely said -- a repro-
duction or a facsimile.

The five Swiss Strubel abominations pictured above sat
neatly under a wonderful fake assembly of all Swiss

Cantonals and all Rayon period stamps -- enough to cry be-
cause when this collection was formed, around 1880 --
originals must have been available at almost affordable
prices in most instances.

Of course none of the 5 items pictured here has a silk
thread . The colors on theunembossed, crude, lithographed
designs are pink for the 2 cts ., window washing fluid
blue for the 10, orange pink for both the 15 and the 20,
and pistaccio/spinach green for the 40 . Mercifully, the
1 Fr . was not in the collection -- probably too expen-
sive even in crude fake form :!

The cancellation of course is false, toot an illegible
double circle with an equally illegible date . But what
in a way hurts most is the fact that the faker decided
to mutilate the false stamps by cutting merrily into the
edges, perhaps to make them look more "authentic .'

And now the questions : has anyone ever seen these same
false stamps? Were they really intended to fool anyone,
or were they actually something else, such as chocolate
pictures (one to a bar), or perhaps cut-outs from a
children ' s book? Anyone with information on this sad
story please contact your associate editor at POB A3843,
Chicago, IL 60690 .

	

Thank you .

TELL 1 3



A WORD FROM THE AWARDS CHAIRMAN

	

by Rudy Schaelchli

THINK ABOUT EXHIBITING IN ' 85!

First a thank you for electing me to a second term to serve

you in this position .

	

I have mailed

	

out

	

our awards letter

to about 200 stamp shows across the country and Canada in the

last two years, and we now finally receive replies and requests

for our certificates.

However, to succeed with our motto to promote the collect-

ing of Swiss and Liechtenstein philately, I need all your help

and cooperation by exhibiting .

	

I have several letters in my

files from award chairmen that they would like to participate

in our program, but they had no exhibits that would qualify

in years.

The Sunnyvale Stamp Society in California, hosting Sunpex,

is one of the societies that asked me for suggestions and help

in attracting Swiss

	

exhibits .

	

I

	

mailed

	

their prospectus

	

to

30 AHPS members that I know exhibited in the past, hoping we

could have a nice representation .

	

I donated the time, Sunpex

paid for the envelopes and postage .

	

The result :

	

One letter

of excuse and I was the only AHPS exhibitor there .

	

Now I would

like to ask all of you, why?

	

The frame fee of $3 for 12 pages

was fair ; many shows charge double that amount .

	

So why was

it that none of you responded?

	

Sunpex, however, has not given

up on us yet and is hoping to get 4-5 Swiss or (AHPS) exhibits

for their October,

	

1985 show .

	

Won ' t you start planning for

that now?

	

It would be nice if we could work together and as

a group exhibit

	

3-5 in several shows across the country and

not just at our convention once a year.

I ' m open to all suggestions and ideas, so please drop me

a line concerning the subject of exhibiting.

SUNPEX'85
They're All Winners
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AHPS BEGINNING PREPARATIONS FOR SESCAL CONVENTION

Now In Progress
The American Helvetia Philatelic Society is beginning to make plans for its

1985 National Convention, to be held at SESCAL on the weekend of Oct. 25th -

27th at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, according to John Ballard, chairman

of the 1985 convention arrangements for AHPS.
S

SESCAL is a national-level exhibition, with 300 16-page frames available

for exhibitors . It is hoped that AHPS members will fill at least 100 of these

frames with some of the best material from Switzerland and Liechtenstein to be

seen anywhere in this country . [This is your convention, members - let's show

the West Coast what Swiss philately is all about.(ed.)]
E

The exhibit prospectus will be available by the time this issue of 'Tell"

reaches our members, and may be obtained by sending a *10 (business size) self-

addressed, stamped envelope to the SESCAL General Chairman, Bob Thompson,

P . O . Box 42148, Point Mugu, CA 93042.
S

He will also have hotel information available, and will send a reservation

card out with each prospectus . However, you don't have to request a prospectus

to get the hotel information -- just send him a note asking for hotel reserva-

tion information and include a SASE .
C

SESCAL includes a junior section, and if there are any junior collectors of

Swiss material who'd like to exhibit, they are also welcome to send for a

prospectus, too .

	

A

Philatelic literature has been another aspect of the SESCALexhibition

for a number of years now, and anyone interested in entering material in that

part of the show should contact Bob de Violini, SESCAL Literature Chairman,

(including the SASE) for a copy of that prospectus . His address is P . O . Box

5025, Oxnard, CA 93071.

Details as to AHPS events at SESCAL are just beginning to be worked out,

and will be announced here as soon as details are known . It is anticipated

that the General Meeting of the society will be held on Saturday, and that

there will be a number of slide presentations and seminars on various aspects

of Swiss philately during the three days of the show.

L
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LIECHTENSTEIN ' S NEW ISSUE PROGRAM FOR 1985

March 11s Two EUROPA CEPT Stamps (50 ;80)

Three "Convents and Religious Orders
Stamps

	

(50 ; 1 .00 ; 1 .50)

June 10 : Four Stamps, "The Cardinal Virtues"
(35 ; 50 ; 70 ; 1 .00)

Three Stamps on the occasion of Prin-
cess Gina's having served as chair
of Liechtenstein's Red Cross Organ-
ization (20 ; 50 ; 1 .20)

September 9 : Three Stamps, "Weapons from the
Prince's Collection (35 ; 50 ; 80)

Three Stamps, "Paintings from the
Prince's Collection (50 ; 1 .00 ; 1 .20)

December 9 :Three Christmas Stamps (35 ; 50 ; 80)

Three Stamps, "The Theatre .'
(50 ; 80 ; 1 .50)

Total expenditure for the 24 stamps per 1985:
a mild SFr . 17 .75, or about $ 7 .70 at this mo-
ment . (Of course, if you order maximum cards,
mint, canceled, blocks, and FDC, you can quite
rapidly run this up to about $ 90 .) FGanz

Join the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies

The year as a member society of the Union of Swiss

Philatelic Societies (VSPhV) the A .H .P .S . can offer its members

the opportunity to join the VSPhV . The primary benefit is the

opportunity to receive the SBZ (Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung).
This monthly journal is the Swiss equivalent of the "American

Philatelist" of our APS . The SBZ is written in German and
French but also has many pictures, ads, etc .'

Membership in the VSPhV is $9 .50 to A .H .P .S . members . If
desired, you can add this amount to your dues payment to the

A.H.P .S . If you have questions or you've already paid your

A.H .P .S . dues, you can write or send your check for $9 .50

directly to our representative to the VSPhV:

Ralph B . Soderberg
20160 Mack Avenue
Grosse Pointe, Michigan 48236
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AUCTION #58 -- CLOSING DATE, FEBRUARY 22, 1985 WILLIAM R . LUCAS

Dear Members,
I hope 1985 will be a healthy, happy and prosperous

year for you all . May I also thank you for your support

of the AHPS Auctions.
We need more material, as you can see this Auction

has fewer lots then normal . We are looking for top

quality and specialty material.
Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector Catalogs

or estimated retail.
For Auction #58 1 Sfr = .400 and 1 British pound =

$1 .20 . The Closing date for Auction #58 is February 22, 1985.

TELL 17
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JOSEPH W . REILLY, PO Box 837, DTS, Omaha, NB 68101 - Publisher TELL

There has been some concern about the delivery of TELL. I have done a lot
of looking into the mail problem. Personally I feel we have to first find

out what the problem really is with mail delays ; whether it is regional,
local, or even just some people ' s local carrier.

If you are having problems of delivery, I would appreciate it if you would
write me . I know of magazines that arrive at my PO Box every Tuesday, but
many people don ' t get them at houses until Thursday or Friday.

If this is a real problem, your President Chuck LaBlonde and myself will
do everything possible to straighten things to your satisfaction . Hope
you all had a happy holiday and will have a good ' 85.

Sincerely yours,

TELL 19,



SALES CIRCUIT NEWS	Emil L . Tobler, Circuit Manager

As of this writing (December 15) I am pleased to be able to report .
considerable progress.

1. Two of the three types of sales books we use are now
in stock, and the third type will be in stock by the
time you read this . The cost of printing, collating,
stapling, packing, and postage make it reasonable and
necessary to raise the price to 75 cents each . Even
at that price, in the small quantities we buy, we
may not quite break even, Minimum order is 2 books.
Please specify singles, sets, or covers . Your check
for however many you want will produce a prompt re-
sponse.

2. We have a total of 25 buyers registered, and three
people have submitted books for sale . We have a
total of 20 sales books with material in many cate-
gories, much of it splendid and not easily found
easily found at local stamp shops or bourses, If you
buy Swiss stamps, I'd strongly suggest you sign up
as a buyer--use the form in the Nov-Dec TELL . There
is some very nice material in several categories
which will go on circuit as soon as there are 2 or 3
more members interested in it . If you have material
to sell,. mount it, price it reasonably, and submit it.
Any good Swiss material, except the more common items,
will probably sell successfully if priced right.
Commission is only 12%.

3. I have made up three circuits with a beginning sales
value of $1937 .27. Hopefully they will be in the mail
today.

4. I am investigating the possibility of an insurance
arrangement which could lower the overall cost of
coverage for circuits . More on this next time.

* Best wishes to you and yours and a mostprosperous
and happy 1985 .
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CONTACT : Max C . Rheinberger
100 Elizabeth Street
Duluth, MN 55803

TITLE : LIECHTENSTEIN STUDY GROUP ORGANIZING

Max C . Rheinberger, chairman of the Liechtenstein Study Group
sponsored by the American Helvetia Philatelic Society, announces
that an excellent response has been experienced in the first
segment o a recruitment program for members . Over 40 Liechten-
stein philatelists have joined the group, which will begin public-
ation of a regular quarterly newsletter in December.

In addition he will coordinate a regular monthly column on
Liechtenstein philately in "TELL, " a semi—monthly journal of
the American Helvetia Philatelic Society and is laying plans
for specializing exhibits and study group meetings in conjunction
with the regular program of the parent AHPS . The study group
has also received an official support from Mr . Hugo Meier, the
director of the official philatelic agency of the principality
of Liechtenstein, offering financial and newsletter advertising
and a broad area of cooperation including furnishing their mailing

list for new issues.

Charles LaBlonde, new president of the American Helvetia Society,
has indicated that he is pleasantly surprised with the large
interest in Liechtenstein and that many of the Liechtenstein
collectors previously unaffiliated, have joined the parent AHPS .

January/February 1985
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S U C C E S S A T C H I C A G O P E X

	

'84

Only three Swiss exhibits were shown at Chicopex '84;
but since quality takes precedence over quantity, all of
of should be proud to know that member Ralph Soderberg
walked away with the show's grand award -- a handsome
crystal vase -- for his outstanding Standing Helvetia
display ; and Charles LaBlonde received a vermeil for his im-
pressive display of Geneva Postal History.

The third Swiss exhibit was entered in the philatelic
literature division, and it may please you to know that our
immediate past editor, Henry Ratz, received a vermeil award
for our 1984 issues of TELL -- a very high award (which
will qualify TELL to be entered in the literature compet-
ition at Ameripex '86) and totally deserved . Bravo, gentle-
men ; actually the two juries were tough, and the quality
level of the exhibition (which, by the way had thehighest
attendance for any chicagopex ever -- 2500) as usual was
very high.

You may wonder what your reporter did ; well, he "de-
serted" Switzerland for once and showed early French Andorra!

Felix Ganz
tell

AMERIPEX '86
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POSTMARKS

POST OFFICE CHANGES IN SWITZERLAND

Discontinued Office:
7431 PORTEIN (GR) as of 1-1-85

Office to Postal Acceptance Station:
3313 BUREN ZN HOF (BE) as of 1-1-85

NAME CHANGES:

1816 Chilly-sur Clarens to CHAILLY-MONTREUX (1-1-85)
7312 Pfäfers Dorf (SG) to PFAFERS (1-1-85)

F. Ganz
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REVENUE PHILATELIST

	

Gene Kelly, Chairman

KANTON THURGAU

Notes on my trip to Frauenfeld in June of 1984, where I met
Dr . Guiselon in the Kantonal archives . I was able to obtain photo
copies of the laws (rights) on the authorization and printing of
the Kantonal tax stamps.

The first law on the authorization of tax stamps was 23 May
1850 . This law authorized stamps of the following denominations
of 5 Rp, 10 Rp, 20 Rp, and 30 Rp, and fines of 1 . Fr, 2 Fr, 4 Fr,
and 6 Fr if you did not buy the stamps.

The law of 25 Aug 1863 authorized an additional value of 15 Rp.
However these stamps were not authorized to be printed until 20
Mar 1896 . Those printed were : 5,10,20, and 30 Rp to be put into
use on 1 Jan 1897.

Additional values were authorized on 25 Nov 1920

	

.(rate change)
24 Dec 1920 printing ordered for use as of 1 Jan 1921.. .Values
printed were 10,20,40,60 Rp and 1 Fr and 5 Fr.

Rate change 19 Oct 1935 for use of 1 Jan 1936 : 25 .50, 80 Rp
for posters and 3,4,6,8,1. 0 Fr for blackboards . Before this change
could be put into use an additional rate change was made 17 Dec
1935 for posters only as follows : 10,20,30,40, and 50 Rp . (I have
never seen any of the Fr . values unsurcharged . Does anyone have
any examples?).

Mr . Kelly is chairman of the Revenue Study Group and writes for the
REVENUE PHILATELIST . The above example is the type of article one
may expect to find in it . Mr. Kelly illustrates his articles with
only material from his collection . He has done extensive research
in this collecting area.

If you have an interest in revenues, his group would like to hear
from you . This is another active study group of the AHPS.

S . Turchik

Address : Gene Kelly, PO Box K, San Rafael, CA 94913
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SOME WINNERS IN '84

	

Rudy Schaelchli, Awards Chairman

Here are some of the latest show results:

Chicagopex'84:

Ralph Soderberg : President's Award - Grand Awards ' Best in
Show - AHPS certificate "Switzerland - The
Standing Helvetia issue 1882 - 1907".

Charles LaBlonde Vermeil - AHPS certificate - "Geneva Postal
History"

TELL

	

Vermeil - Congratulations to Henry Ratz and
his TELL team for a job well done!

Sunpex '84

Rudy Schaelchli : Silver-Bronze for "The Vaduz Castle"

Vapex '84

Rudy Schaelchli : Silver-Bronze for "Who's Who on Swiss Stamps"

Norjax '84

Harlan Stones Gold - Best in Postal History - PHS Gold
"19th Century Switzerland before Federal
Postal Services"

Vepex'84

Steve Turchik

	

Gold - "A Peek at 20 Years of Swiss Philately"

The National Stamp Show in New York had 2 Swiss Exhibits, but
I couldn't find out who to report about.

Please write us about your exhibiting successes . Best regards.

NEW MEMBERS

	

REINSTATEMENTS

2141 Felix V . Bass, New Jersey 1070 A . A . Chilese, Nebraska
2142 Walter Battistella, Louisiana 1072 Dennis Clardy, New Jersey
2143 Charles Farmer, Jr . Washington 1184 Albert A . Kober, Florida
2144 Wayne R . Modia, Massachusetts 1861 C . R . Grosso, North Carolina
2145 Al Couturier, California 1969 Martin Muller, New York
2146 David L. Jarrett, New York 1987 Gary Taylor, Michigan

2147 Jean Marie Lutes, Connecticut 1144 Max Hertsch, Switzerland
2148 Carl F . Magelin, Florida 1337 Robert Teichman, North Carolina
2149

ELL

John E . Wilson, France 1674 Martin A . Eisenberg, Florida

January/February
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IN MEMORIAM

IRVING I. SILVERMAN

Maybe you heard of his passings but we did not, and thus it was
truly a shock to learn that our AHPS member and frequent contrib-
utor of articles on revenue stamps of Switzerland -- under the pen
name of M . N . Thaler --- left this world late last February (1984).

We had met Irv the last time at the Rockford, IL stamp exhibition
in the fall of 1 9 83, and he did not look well at all ; but he was
active, and friendly and looking forward to many activities.

And when we learned, from several sources, this past fall, that
he had been awarded the Morley Memorial Award, for the best article
published in the American Revenuer in 1983,

	

we certainly expected
to be in contact with him again quite soon . And then came the bad
and sad news : first in a statement in Mr . Katcher's annual bul-
letin, followed by the verification from the editor of the American
Revenuer, Kenneth Trettin, that indeed Irv had passed on.

We extend our expressions of sympathy, albeit late but from the
heart nevertheless, to his family .

TELL 27



INVITATION TO EXHIBIT AND COME TO SCOPEX'85

The Mt . Nittany Philatelic Society of State College, Pennsylvania
invites the members of AHPS to its annual SCOPEX Show in State College

on April 27 - 28, 1985 . Of the total 92 frames, 25 are being set a
side for AHPS members. One frame holds 16 8)" x 11" pages . Larger
pages will overlap . There is a limit of five (5) frames per exhibitor

and a fee of S 5.00 per frame is being charged . Exhibits must be in
the hands of the Exhibition Chairman by 7 p.m. Friday, April 26 and
can either be shipped or hand delivered and the same is the case at
the closing of the show on Sunday at 5 p.m.

Mt . Nittany and I as local representative of AHPS hope to have
enough members participating that we can have an Eastern Regional AHPS
meeting in State College and also have enough exhibitors to make the
AHPS awards possible.

State College, PA is located in the center of the state and besides
being the home of The Pennsylvania State University with its 32,000
students; it is also the site of the APS headquarters and the American
Philatelic Research Library to which AHPS has donated its literature
holdings. Special arrangements are being made to have open house at
APS and APRL. There will be a banquet on Saturday eve.

DEADLINE for entering SCOPEX is set for February 28, 1985 . Please
request the prospectus with all the details from

Ernest L. Bergman, 1421 Harris Street, State College, PA 16803

I am looking forward to being swamped with your entries and hope to
see you in State College .

Ernest L. Bergman

REMINDER

	

Dues are D u e

Those members who have not yet paid their 1985 dues, please
do it now and save the Secretary a lot of extra work . A payment
envelope was included with the September/October TELL . If you
have mislaid the envelope, send a check for the appropriate
amount ($8 North American members, $10 overseas members with
TELL by seamail, or $14 overseas members with TELL by airmail)
payable to "A .H .P .S ." to:

Richard T . Hall
Secretary, A .H .P .S.
Post Office Box 2425
Gaithersburg
Maryland 20879-0425

If you are not planning to renew your membership, it would
be greatly appreciated if you would drop a note to the Secretary
to that effect . This will save a lot of follow-up notices.

THANKS
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REVIEWS

	

BOOK REVIEW By . Felix Ganz

N E W L I T E R A T U R E

SPEZI	 IV . Compiled by Peter Meier and Thomas Diggelmann.
Published by Briefmarken zum Bäumhlin, Freie Strasse 93,
4001 Basel, Switzerland . SFr. 13 .50
This fourth booklet in the series of in-depth treatments

of plateflaws, scratches, retouches and similar related
varieties of the Courvoisier issues from 1940-50 has just
been published before Christmas . For those specializing in
this aspect of collecting and for those basically inter-
ested in how errors in this type of printing occur and are
corrected, this booklet is a must.
If you do not care to go through the complications of or-

dering directly and individually, your associate editor
can place a collective order . Booklet IV of this series is
available for $6 . postpaid, from Felix Ganz, POB
A3843, Chicago, IL 60690-3843 IF you order before February 20. Later
orders can be accepted if at least accumulating in groups
of three . For those who missed out on booklets I through
III, arrangements to order can be made at the same time.
Booklet I is available for $5 . ; Booklets II and III can be
ordered for $6 . each . (For each joint order you can deduct
50 cents per booklet, or $1 .50 if you order all four at once .)

SPLINTERS

As most any collector knows (at least those of postal sta-
tionery of Switzerland) the last officially issued postal
cards with photo vignettes of scenes of towns and cities
were issued in 1962, sold for about 2 or three years until
the rates went up, and then abandoned . (It is rumored that
since local organizations had to pay for the privilege of
getting such an illustration on a postal card, the custom
declined and most towns preferred to order -- also for pay
-- a publicity hand cancel of which now many hundreds are
in use.)
But : surprise, surprise : there is a postal card with a
view from a Swiss town, Wilderswil (BE) in existence . The
card, however, was issued by the West German postal admin-
istration in 1982, as one of their series of picture cards,
with imprinted green 50 pf . stamp. The translation of the
(German) text reads : CH-3812 WILDERSWIL, Interlaken (Switz-
erland) the pleasant (gemütlich) village in the heart of a
unique hiking and excursion paradise in the Jungfrau re -
gion of the Bernese Oberland ; and the picture shows the
Lauterbrunnen valley with Jungfrau and Mönch mountains in
the back . (Courtesy Newsletter of the Swiss Postal

Stationery Collectors Society, November 84)
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Ernest A. Kehr
SWISS PUBLICITY SET, TWO DEFINITIVES DUE FEB . 19

Berne - A quartet of special stamps to pub-

licize events of significant national interest
and a pair of definitives required by new

rates, will be released by the Swiss Postal

Administration Feb . 19.

The "Publicity" set includes:

A 35 centime value that marks the centenary

of the Train Staff Association which will

be observed in may.
The 50c commemorates the 2,000 anniversary of

Rhaeto-Romansch culture and its distinctive

language spoken by more than 50,000 citizens

and the fourth national tongue of the conf:

ederation
The 70c is intended as a tribute to the cent-

ennial of the International Rescue Society

of the Lake of Geneva.
The 80c depicts the Grand Dixence Dam whose

935-foot walls in the Canton of Valais makes

it one of the world ' s highest.

The definitives are the 2 1/2 -franc Libra

and 3-franc Scorpio . All six stamps and/or

first day covers will be available from the

dealers in U . S . or Canada, but collectors

may order directly from Switzerland .

	

(See

Philatelic Office of PTT ad in this issue

of TELL . ed .)	

Our thanks to ERNEST A . KEHR, Stamp News Bureau

for the above information.

January/February 1985

LIECHTENSTEIN
STUDY GROUP

A F F I L I A T E D

	

WITH

Today's mail brought Max's studygroup's
first newsletter—haven ' t time to read it

hut looks thorough (8 Pages reduced) and
interesting.

If you are interested in joining this group,
they want to hear from you. Dues are $4 per

year payable in advance, along with an applies-
cation similiar to one below . The group now

has over 40 members, and it looks like they

will have plenty more!

It is not necessary to be a member of AHPS
to belong to this study group, but your
membership support would be appreciated by the

group. One can certainly notice this is an
important connection for the Liechtenstein

collector.

We all wish you much success with your strong

a efforts
.

	

Sr ed.
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Excerpts From A Letter to David Durham 	 _

"If I was twenty years younger, you would have an enthusiastic co-worker"

Dear Fellow Member of AHPS

Thank you for your letter of October 24.

I appreciate it that I am still remembered as an active and
contributing member in the past . However, I have reached
the age of 82 and went into retirement more than sixteen
years ago with my husband who had served philately more
than fifty years, 46 for me.

As we had no desire to continue our business from home, we
started to travel throughout the United States and Europe.
Then in 1975. Eddie got a stroke and I took care of him for
5 1/2 years until his death on June 30, 1980.

It was the Buser family who introduced Swiss and Liechtenstein
philately into full recognition in this country . There were
four Busers amongst the founders of the Helvetia Society for
collectors of Switzerland in 1938, which after a merger is now
part of AHPS.

I am fully aware what a difficult task the job of editor is
and it is necessary to give him all the support you can . ..
During 1938-56 we had terrific contributors of Swiss phil-
atelic articles . ..I would also mention Ernest Kehr, a dear
friend of mine, but he is still with us 	 he has written
many articles.

I had intended to write our president, Dale R . Eggen for a
long time and will do so shortly.

I hope you realize that at my age I have slowed down in all
my work . After physical work of any kind I am unable to write
and typing is still more difficult as my hands are shaking
and having cataracts in both eyes my sight is impaired.

If I was twenty years younger you would have an enthusiastic
co-worker .

Kind regards,

Sophie Buser

P . S . I want to express my thanks and appreciation to all the
officers, committee chairmen, editor, and writers of AHPS.
They all did a terrific job.
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